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a b s t r a c t
Rapid responses in the early stage of a new epidemic are crucial in outbreak control. Public holidays for
outbreak control could provide a critical time window for a rapid rollout of social distancing and other
control measures at a large population scale. The objective of our study was to explore the impact of
the timing and duration of outbreak-control holidays on the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) epidemic spread during the early stage in China. We developed a compartment model to simulate the
dynamic transmission of COVID-19 in China starting from January 2020. We projected and compared epidemic trajectories with and without an outbreak-control holiday that started during the Chinese Lunar
New Year. We considered multiple scenarios of the outbreak-control holiday with different durations
and starting times, and under different assumptions about viral transmission rates. We estimated the
delays in days to reach certain thresholds of infections under different scenarios. Our results show that
the outbreak-control holiday in China likely stalled the spread of COVID-19 for several days. The base
case outbreak-control holiday (21 d for Hubei province and 10 days for all other provinces) delayed
the time to reach 100 000 confirmed infections by 7.54 d. A longer outbreak-control holiday would have
had stronger effects. A nationwide outbreak-control holiday of 21 d would have delayed the time to 100
000 confirmed infections by nearly 10 d. Furthermore, we find that outbreak-control holidays that start
earlier in the course of a new epidemic are more effective in stalling epidemic spread than later holidays
and that additional control measures during the holidays can boost the holiday effect. In conclusion, an
outbreak-control holiday can likely effectively delay the transmission of epidemics that spread through
social contacts. The temporary delay in the epidemic trajectory buys time, which scientists can use to discover transmission routes and identify effective public health interventions and which governments can
use to build physical infrastructure, organize medical supplies, and deploy human resources for longterm epidemic mitigation and control efforts.
Ó 2020 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction
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The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is spreading rapidly. The city of Wuhan in Hubei province, China, was at
the epicenter of this epidemic [1]. Studies have estimated that
the basic reproductive number of COVID-19 is higher than that of
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followed by treatment and recovery. In order to capture how the
disease spread across provinces, we further separated the population into two regions: Hubei province, which was the center of the
epidemic, and the rest of China. To capture the transmission due to
travel across Hubei’s borders, our model allowed transition of the
susceptible and latent infected population between Hubei and
the rest of China. The infection force was proportional to the prevalence of untreated infections, including people in both latent and
symptomatic infection stages. We made the following assumptions: First, we assumed that the population under treatment,
although still infected, did not cause more infections because they
were receiving treatment in isolated settings. Second, we did not
consider reinfection among the recovered population, due to likely
immunity and the relatively small size of this group. Model development and statistical analysis were performed in R(verson 3.6.3,
Austria).
Our model accounted for several events that could potentially
affect transmission dynamics. The model simulated the disease
transmission since 10 January 2020, when the diagnosis of
COVID-19 was formally established. We assumed that there were
100 000 persons traveling through Hubei province based on the
past-year daily travel volume during the Chinese Lunar New Year
travel season, or chunyun. Since many cities in Hubei were locked
down since 23 January 2020 [9], we assumed no transitions
between Hubei and other provinces since that time. We calibrated
transmission rates before and during the outbreak-control holiday
to estimate its impact on epidemic dynamics. We assumed that the
disease transmission rate after the outbreak-control holiday
returned to the level before the holiday (see Section S1 in Appendix
A for further model details).

severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) coronavirus [2]. COVID19 has posed major challenges for epidemic control because its
routes of transmission are not fully understood, and prevention
and screening, diagnosis, and treatment approaches still need to
be developed and tested. Public health authorities initially lacked
evidence-based approaches and protocols to contain the epidemic,
and the rapid spread of the virus required new physical infrastructure, medical supplies, and human resources for an effective epidemic response.
In the initial response to the epidemic of a new virus, social policies to change people’s behaviors are potentially powerful in reducing and slowing down the spread of the disease. During the early
stage of the COVID-19 outbreak in China, the holiday during the
Chinese Lunar New Year, was a public holiday for outbreak control,
which began during the same time period as the Chinese Lunar New
Year, was utilized as a social policy that enabled fast responses at
national scale [1,3]. During this time period, the Chinese government initiated emergency responses to the epidemic, and enacted
a series of non-pharmaceutical interventions such as travel restrictions, social distancing, active contact tracing, isolation, and quarantine, as well as public information and education campaigns
[1]. For example, the Chinese government encouraged people to
stay at home, discouraged mass gatherings, and closed schools, government offices, factories, libraries, and museums [4–10].
A public holiday for outbreak control—hereinafter referred to as
an outbreak-control holiday—has been used as a public health policy in the past. For example, Mexico launched an outbreak-control
holiday to contain the spread of H1N1 in 2009, during which
schools and workplaces were closed and people were encouraged
to stay at home [11]. During such an outbreak-control holiday people do not go to work and tend to stay at home, limiting social contacts to family members and close friends. As a result, these
holidays can slow down the spread of epidemics that are transmitted via social contacts [12–16]. As an epidemic response strategy,
an outbreak-control holiday can interrupt a wide variety of transmission routes, including direct and indirect physical contact, droplet contact, and airborne transmission. Outbreak-holidays can
thus be particularly useful when a new pathogen’s precise transmission routes are not yet known [17–21].
While several studies have investigated the effectiveness of travel restrictions and social distancing measures in preventing the
spread of COVID-19 in China, it is still generally unclear how the
trend of an epidemic changes according to different characteristics
of an outbreak-control holiday [22,23]. Taking China’s outbreakcontrol holiday as an example, this paper aims to contribute to
future policy decisions by answering the following questions:
What was the likely impact of the outbreak-control holiday in
China on the early COVID-19 epidemic? How would this impact
have varied if the following parameters of the outbreak-control
holiday had been different: the duration, implementation timing,
and the effectiveness of accompanying policies? Our results provide important insights for policy makers charged with designing
public health interventions to control the present COVID-19 pandemic, as well as epidemics that will emerge in the future.

2.2. Data sources, parameter estimation, and calibration
Our primary data sources were the daily updates of the COVID19 epidemic published by China’s national and provincial Health
Commissions, including the cumulative number of confirmed
cases, deaths, and recoveries, for both China as a whole and Hubei
province [26,27]. We used the average incubation period for the
duration of the latent infection period in our model [28]. We estimated the values of other model parameters and the initial epidemic conditions using model calibration [29,30]. Calibration
targets included daily increments of confirmed cases, cumulative
number of deaths, and cumulative number of recoveries from 20
January 2020 to 31 January 2020, separately for Hubei province
and the combined total of the other provinces in China. We used
a direct search algorithm [29] to identify the model parameter values that resulted in the closest match between the projected outcomes and the calibration targets. To account for uncertainties in
the model parameters, we repeated the calibration process for
1000 replications and collected the set of calibrated parameters
with a total calibration error no larger than 20% above the minimum error. Further details of the model parameter description
can be found in Section S2 in Appendix A. Our calibrated model
performed well in capturing the overall trend of the reported numbers of confirmed cases, deaths, and recoveries during the calibration period (Fig. S2 in Appendix A). The calibration results suggest
that the transmission rate during the outbreak-control holiday was
55% of the rate before the holiday in Hubei province and 45% of the
rate before the holiday in all other provinces of China.

2. Methods
2.1. Model description
We used a compartment model (Fig. S1 in Appendix A)—a commonly used modeling approach to estimate the impact of interventions on infectious disease transmission [24,25]—to simulate
COVID-19 spread in China. Our model divided the population into
subgroups according to the status of COVID-19 infection, including
susceptible, latent infection, active infection, confirmed diagnosis,

2.3. Projection scenarios
2.3.1. Epidemic impact of public holidays for outbreak control with
different durations
We estimated the cumulative numbers of confirmed infections
and all infections for the following outbreak-control holiday
2
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scenarios: ① base case: an outbreak-control holiday for 21 d in
Hubei province and 10 d in all other provinces of China, both starting on 24 January 2020 [5,31]; ② no outbreak-control holiday; ③
7-day holiday: an outbreak-control holiday for 7 d starting on 24
January 2020, with the same length as the Chinese Lunar New Year
holiday; ④ 10-day holiday: an outbreak-control holiday for 10 d
starting on 24 January 2020; and ⑤ 21-day holiday: an
outbreak-control holiday for 21 d starting on 24 January 2020.

(b)) and delayed epidemic spread in the long run. In Section S3
(in Appendix A), we show the impact of the outbreak-control holiday separately for Hubei province; in Section S3 (in Appendix A),
we show the impact of the outbreak-control holiday for all other
provinces in China.
Compared with the ‘‘no outbreak-control holiday” scenario, the
base case outbreak-control holiday delayed the time to 50 000 confirmed infections by 6.19 d and the time to 100 000 confirmed
cases by 7.54 d. The delay in the time to reach 100 000 total infections was of similar magnitude (Table 1). The delay in the time to
specific epidemic spread levels increased with the duration of the
holiday. For example, a nationwide outbreak-control holiday with
a 7-day duration would have increased the time to 100 000 confirmed infections by 4.36 d, while a nationwide outbreak-control
holiday with a 21-day duration would have delayed the same
number of infections by nearly 10 d.

2.3.2. Epidemic impact of public holidays for outbreak control with
different starting times
In addition, we estimated the cumulative numbers of confirmed
infections and all infections for variations in starting time for the
base case outbreak-control holiday: ① a 5-day earlier start and
② a 5-day later start.
2.3.3. Epidemic impact of public holidays for outbreak control when
other policies are implemented that further reduce transmission rate
We also estimated the cumulative numbers of confirmed infections and all infections for variations in the effectiveness of other
epidemic control policies during the outbreak-control holiday: ①
a further 50% reduction of the transmission rate during the
outbreak-control holiday compared with the base case scenario;
and ② a further 90% reduction of the transmission rate.

3.2. Epidemic impact of public holidays for outbreak control with
different starting times
Fig. 2 shows the epidemic impact of the outbreak-control holiday with different starting times. The policy impact increases with
earlier starting times. This impact, however, diminishes as the epidemic progresses. If the base case outbreak-control holiday had
been implemented 5 d earlier, the time to 10 000 confirmed infections would have been delayed by an additional 5.14 d. However,
the earlier implementation would only have caused an additional
1.47-day delay in the time to reach 100 000 confirmed infections.
If the base case outbreak-control holiday had been implemented
5 d later than in reality, the impact of the outbreak-control holiday
would have been substantially weakened (Fig. 2).

2.4. ‘‘Buying time”: By how many days did the outbreak-control
holiday delay epidemic spread?
We further estimated the number of days until specific levels of
COVID-19 epidemic spread were reached under the different policy
scenarios: ① the number of days until 10 000, 50 000, and 100 000
confirmed infections were reached; and ② the number of days
until 50 000 and 100 000 cases of all infections (including confirmed/diagnosed, undiagnosed, and latent infections) were
reached. We compared these numbers under the different
outbreak-control holiday scenarios against the comparator scenario of ‘‘no outbreak-control holiday” to quantify the reductions
in epidemic spread caused by the base case outbreak holiday and
its variants.

3.3. Epidemic impact of public holidays for outbreak control during
which the transmission rate is further reduced
Fig. 3 shows the epidemic impact of the base case outbreakcontrol holiday in the presence of additional interventions with
further effects on the transmission rate. Such interventions could
substantially boost the impact of the policy. Compared with the
base case outbreak-control holiday with the current calibrated
reduction in the transmission rate, reducing the transmission rate
by 50% or 90% results in an additional 1.69 and 6.00 d, respectively,
to reach 100 000 confirmed infections.

2.5. Role of the funding source
The funders of the study had no role in the study design, data
collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of this
report.

4. Discussion
China’s outbreak-control holiday in the early stages of the
COVID-19 epidemic bought a substantial amount of time to prepare for an effective epidemic response. Our model shows that
the epidemic spread was substantially dampened by the Chinese
Lunar New Year holiday and its subsequent extension by 3 d. The
outbreak-control holiday rapidly and significantly reduced the
COVID-19 transmission rate—according to our calibration results,
to 55% of the pre-holiday rate in Hubei province and to 45% of
the pre-holiday rate in all other provinces of China. The core strategy of the outbreak-control holiday was to substantially reduce
social contacts in the population and thus prevent COVID-19 transmission from patients in pre-symptomatic phases. In contrast,
without an outbreak-control strategy social contacts may actually
intensify during a holiday, because people often meet during holidays and engage in social activities together, potentially exacerbating the spread of an epidemic. During the outbreak-control
holiday, the Chinese government people to stay at home and limit
social contacts—both directly (e.g., through public information
and education campaigns) and indirectly (e.g., by closing public

3. Results
3.1. Epidemic impact of public holidays for outbreak control with
different durations
Fig. 1 shows the epidemic impact of the outbreak-control holiday with different durations for mainland China. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the starting time of the outbreak-control holiday in the base case scenario—that is, 24 January 2020. The dots
represent daily cumulative confirmed infections [27]. The
outbreak-control holiday significantly reduced infections in comparison with the ‘‘no outbreak-control holiday” scenario. The
impact of the outbreak-control holiday increased with increasing
duration of the holiday. The outbreak-control holiday did not
immediately reduce the confirmed infections following the start
of the holiday (as shown in Fig. 1(a)) because the COVID-19 incubation period is relatively long and because the holiday started
during the early stage of epidemic control. The outbreak-control
holiday immediately reduced all infections (as shown in Fig. 1
3
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Fig. 1. Epidemic impact of an outbreak-control holiday with different durations. (a) Cumulative number of confirmed infections, (b) cumulative number of all infections
(including latent and active infection). The solid line represents the model projection for the no outbreak-control holiday scenario, and dashed lines represent the outbreakcontrol holiday scenarios with varying lengths. The shaded bands represent 95% uncertainty intervals of model outputs.

Table 1
Impact of outbreak-control holidays on the numbers of days to reach different levels of COVID-19 epidemic spread.
Scenarios

All infectionsa

Confirmed infections

Effect of outbreak-control holidays on the number of days to reachb

Duration
No outbreak-control holiday (reference)
Base case outbreak-control holidayc
7-day outbreak-control holiday
10-day outbreak-control holiday
21-day outbreak-control holiday
Starting time
Base case outbreak-control holiday (reference)
Base case outbreak-control holiday, 5 d earlier
Base case outbreak-control holiday, 5 d later
Transmission rate reduction
Base case outbreak-control holiday (reference)
Base case outbreak-control holiday, +50% transmission rate
reduction
Base case outbreak-control holiday, +90% transmission rate
reduction
a
b
c

10 000 cases

50 000 cases

100 000 cases

50 000 cases

100 000 cases

─
1.48
1.48
1.48
1.48

─
6.19
4.09
5.53
6.89

7.45)
4.73)
6.54)
8.96)

─
7.54 (6.22, 9.06)
4.36 (3.65, 5.04)
6.10 (5.09, 7.11)
9.95 (7.66,
13.26)

─
5.09
4.00
5.08
5.11

─
6.92
4.34
6.08
8.21

─
5.14 (3.87, 6.48)
1.48 (1.80,
1.18)

─
2.46 (1.80, 3.05)
5.19 (6.53,
3.87)

─
1.47 (1.02, 1.85)
4.9 (6.71,
3.58)

─
3.26 (2.35, 5.20)
5.09 (6.73,
3.07)

─
1.96 (1.28, 2.63)
5.99 (8.04,
4.22)

─
1.69 (0.89, 2.21)

─
5.57 (3.81, 7.28)

─
4.98 (3.45, 6.80)

─
6.33 (5.01, 7.72)

─
5.46 (3.89, 7.21)

6.00 (1.96, 8.54)

9.12 (6.65, 11.88)

8.19 (5.96, 11.02)

10.14 (8.06,
12.53)

8.76 (6.63, 11.47)

(1.18,
(1.18,
(1.18,
(1.18,

1.80)
1.80)
1.80)
1.80)

(5.00,
(3.44,
(4.58,
(5.42,

(3.07,
(3.04,
(3.07,
(3.07,

6.73)
4.69)
6.47)
7.01)

(5.65,
(3.66,
(5.06,
(5.85,

8.30)
5.02)
7.10)
11.59)

All infections include confirmed/diagnosed, undiagnosed, and latent infections.
The values in the cells represent the differences in days to reach the specified epidemic levels between a policy scenario and the comparator.
The base case scenario represents an outbreak-control holiday with a 21-day duration in Hubei province and a 10-day duration in all other provinces in China [5,31].

the COVID-19 epidemic, was a major driver of the overall
outbreak-control holiday impact. We included the Lunar New Year
holiday in the estimate of overall policy impact, because it is likely
that the Chinese government would have adopted an outbreakcontrol holiday around a similar time as the start of the Lunar
New Year holiday, if this traditional holiday had not coincided with
the early phase of the epidemic. Moreover, the Chinese government already started encouraging people to stay at home and limit
social contacts during the traditional holiday [1], effectively changing it into an outbreak-control holiday. Finally, future epidemic
outbreaks—which outbreak-control holidays could help contain—
are unlikely to coincide again with national public holidays. The
overall impact of the entire holiday time, including the Lunar
New Year holiday, is thus the most policy-relevant estimate.
Our second key finding is that an outbreak-control holiday is
more efficient in delaying epidemic spread the earlier it is implemented and the longer it lasts. While the traditional Lunar New
Year holiday coincided with the early stage of the COVID-19
epidemic, the Chinese government acted quickly in using and

buildings and transport systems) [1]. The outbreak-control holiday
further delayed the mass movement of people across China and
reduced the contacts that people from Hubei province had with
community members in their Lunar New Year holiday destinations
in other provinces of China.
The base case scenario in our analysis was the outbreak-control
holiday issued by China’s State Council during the early stage of the
epidemic—a 21-day holiday for Hubei province and a 10-day holiday for all other provinces in China. In addition, we separately
quantified several important components of this overall impact:
the nationwide Lunar New Year holiday, which lasted 7 d; the
nationwide extension of the Lunar New Year holiday by 3 days;
and the additional 11-day holiday extension in Hubei province,
which brought the total holiday duration in Hubei province to 21
d. The Lunar New Year holiday induced about half the impact of
the overall outbreak-control holiday; the additional extension of
the outbreak-control holiday in Hubei province induced about
one fifth of the overall policy impact. As such, the Lunar New Year
holiday, whose start incidentally coincided with the emergence of
4
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Fig. 2. Epidemic impact of an outbreak-control holiday with different starting times. (a) Cumulative number of confirmed infections, (b) cumulative number of all infections
(including latent and active infection). The solid line represents the base case outbreak-control holiday scenario (with 21 d in Hubei province and 10 d in all other provinces of
China, both starting on 24 January, 2020), and dashed lines represent the outbreak-control holiday scenarios with starting time 5 d earlier and later, respectively. The shaded
bands represent 95% uncertainty intervals of model outputs.

Fig. 3. Epidemic impact of an outbreak-control holiday with different transmission rates during the holiday. (a) Cumulative number of confirmed infections, (b) cumulative
number of all infections (including latent and active infection). The solid line represents the base case outbreak-control holiday scenario (with 21 d in Hubei province and 10 d
in all other provinces of China, both starting on 24 January, 2020), and dashed lines represent the outbreak-control holiday scenarios with transmission rates further reduced
by 50% and 90%, respectively, during the holiday period. The shaded bands represent 95% uncertainty intervals of model outputs.

in China, but rather to explore the impact of an outbreak-control
holiday that primarily focused on social distancing during the early
period of the epidemic and to understand how its duration and
starting time would affect the pace of disease transmission in general. Governments can start outbreak-control holidays nearly
immediately, because this policy does not require new infrastructures or systems: Governments merely need to announce and publicize the holiday.
In contrast, other outbreak-control policies and approaches take
longer to plan and implement, because they require new infrastructures or systems. We used the epidemiological data from the
early stage of the epidemic (i.e., during the normal Chinese Lunar
New Year holiday before 31 January) to calibrate our model of
the COVID-19 transmission dynamic. This selection allows us to
isolate the impact of the outbreak-control holiday from the policies
and approaches that were implemented later. Such later policies
and approaches included the ‘‘leave no patient unattended or
untreated” strategy, which comprised of mass testing for COVID19 and facility-based isolation and treatment of patients with both
severe and mild COVID-19 [33]. This strategy required new infrastructure. For instance, in February 2020 the Chinese government
opened new hospitals for treatment and isolation of COVID-19

extending it for outbreak control. It also extended it for a longer
time in Hubei province, the original epicenter of the epidemic.
Our findings here should motivate governments facing future epidemics to consider adopting extended outbreak-control holidays in
the earliest stages of an emerging epidemic.
In considering such decisions, governments need to weigh the
epidemic impact of outbreak-control holidays against other social
outcomes, which were not measured in this study. For instance,
outbreak-control holidays—even those that are expected—can
reduce economic growth [32]. Future research should extend our
work to include multiple outcomes of outbreak-control holidays,
and to quantify the differential impacts of policy variants, such
as implementing outbreak-control holidays at different times in
different places.
Our third key finding is that the impact of outbreak-control holidays in delaying epidemic spread will be substantially enhanced if
other interventions further reduce transmission rates during the
holidays. Such interventions could include contact tracing,
community-based management of close contacts of infected people, and environmental disinfection and ventilation.
The goal of our study was not to replicate the entire epidemic
trajectory and the control efforts during the COVID-19 epidemic
5
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Taking China as an example, we show that an outbreak-control
holiday can substantially dampen COVID-19 epidemic spread. Yet,
if the epidemic is not fully contained during the outbreak-control
holiday (i.e., there are still undetected cases in the community),
cases will surge and eventually return to the trajectories observed
before the holiday. Our findings thus emphasize that long-term
preventive strategies are needed, which are effective even as people return to work after the holiday. The major benefit of an
outbreak-control holiday thus does not lie in long-term epidemic
control but in a short-term delay of epidemic spread. This delay
can buy time for governments to build infrastructure for prevention and treatment and prepare processes for public health interventions. It can also buy time for scientists to generate the
knowledge that can guide policy to increasingly higher levels of
impact in controlling COVID-19 and similar epidemics.

patients in Wuhan, Hubei province, (the Huoshenshan and
Leishenshan hospitals) and implemented facility isolation for
patients with mild-to-moderate COVID-19 in so-called Fangcang
shelter hospitals [33]. This strategy also required time to build
broad social support for mass testing and facility-based isolation
[34]. The combined impact of the early outbreak-control holiday
and the later policies was that by March 2020 the COVID-19 epidemic was brought under control in the city of Wuhan and in
the rest of China [23].
Our results show that if no other measures had been implemented after the outbreak-control holiday, as we assumed in this
study, the epidemic spread after the holiday could have returned
to the trajectories of nearly exponential growth that were observed
before the holiday. That is, an outbreak-control holiday, which
mainly enhances social distancing for a finite period of time,
should not be expected to be sufficient for epidemic control.
Rather, it can merely serve to slow down transmission for some
time. This finding indicates that, once an outbreak-control holiday
ends and the economy reopens, second-waves are likely—unless
people continue preventive measures, such as working from home
and maintaining physical distance and wearing masks when outside the home [35].
The main benefit of a public holiday for outbreak control in and
of itself is thus that it buys time to develop effective responses that
are not immediately available. First, a country can use the time of
halted epidemic spread during an outbreak-control holiday to
build critical infrastructure for further epidemic control measures,
such as emergency field hospitals. Second, the time allows a country to organize medical supplies for the screening, diagnosis, and
treatment of COVID-19 patients and to train and deploy specialized
human resources for the long-term epidemic response, including
hospitalists and infection-control specialists. Finally, the time can
be used for scientific discovery and knowledge gain, which is
important for designing the most effective and efficient epidemic
response for the longer term [36–41]. During the outbreakcontrol holiday in China, substantial progress was made toward
the characterization and identification of COVID-19 [42,43], the
origin and transmission routes of the virus [17,18,41], the epidemiological pattern of the epidemic [28,44,45], and potential treatment approaches [46–48]. At the same time, however, our
knowledge of COVID-19 transmission routes remains imperfect,
and specific antiviral treatment and vaccines are not yet available
[46,49].
Our study has several limitations. First, we modeled the impact
of the outbreak-control holiday policy in China, which included not
only time off work but also particular measures to encourage social
distancing, such information and education campaigns and the
closing of public buildings, spaces, and transport systems. Replication of the impact a public holiday for outbreak control, which we
estimated, will thus depend on the precise policy design, even for a
very similar future epidemic. Future empirical research should
identify the individual impacts of each of the key components of
the outbreak-control holiday policy used in China. Second, we
did not explicitly capture changing capacity for COVID-19 testing
and diagnosis in our model. For the simplicity of model structure,
we instead assumed an overall delay in diagnosis after the infected
individuals showed symptoms, which was calibrated to the
reported confirmed cases. Future modeling work should explore
how the impact of outbreak-control holidays changes with growing capacity to test and diagnose COVID-19 and similar diseases
as an epidemic progresses. Third, we only estimated the epidemic
impact of the outbreak-control holiday, and did not quantify the
impact on social and economic outcomes. Future research should
identify the impact of the outbreak-control holiday on a range of
outcomes and weigh them against each other in a principled
way, such as through a cost-benefit analysis.
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